
This is a before and after sample of work done for a high end fashion designer 
SukiLux, located in New York, NY. It can be seen on their website via the URL link 
below. 

Note: I do not own the rights to this work, and it has been modified over time. 

 

From  https://www.sukilux.com/pages/about-us-1 

 

Before: 

 
100% GUARANTEED AUTHENTICITY 

We have zero tolerance for counterfeit merchandise. At SukiLux we are dedicated to deliver authentic 
Hermès handbags and accessories to various consumers by utilizing our passion, knowledge and years 
of experience. We value our reputation which we built for years. We thoroughly vet all the items before 
sending to our clients. 
Buying from us guarantees the purchase of authentic products. Since we specially concentrate our 
business in a few brands, we are dedicated to understanding the markets and quality standards of the 
products these brands produce. As established dealers, virtually all of our merchandise comes from our 
network of trusted sources, which have proven to be highly expert and respected for their authentication 
skills. Moreover, as almost all of our items are from recent collections and are in store fresh condition, we 
can trace them back to the boutique or store from which they were originally purchased. 
In addition, we offer a full money back lifetime guarantee if an item we sold is found to be inauthentic by a 
reputable independent authenticator. 
 

After: 

 

100% GUARANTEED AUTHENTICITY 

 
At SukiLux, we never carry counterfeit merchandise. We verify that each and every product is 

authentic before placing it on the market. We utilize our passion, knowledge and experience to bring you 
quality Hermès handbags and accessories. 

 
SukiLux guarantees the purchase of an authentic product. We concentrate our business on a 

handful of brands – giving you the highest quality merchandise available.  
 
As an established dealer, all of our products come from reliable and trusted sources. Our items 

are from recent collections, and are always in pristine condition. We authenticate our products by tracing 
their origins to the boutique (or store) from which they were originally purchased. 
	


